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Introduction 

This report will explore how the Mayor of London and Transport for London (TFL) 
can improve the safety of motorcyclists in London. When I held a meeting with 
the Deputy Mayor for Transport, TFL, The Metropolitan Police Service (MPS), The 
London Fire Brigade (LFB) and The Motorcycle Action Group (MAG) in December 
2020, there was a genuine desire to achieve results on improving motorcycle 
safety. I hope that this report will aid them in their objectives.  

The report will focus on the term ‘motorcyclists’; for definition purposes; this will 
include traditional seated scooter and moped riders but will not include riders of 
electric aided push-bikes or the new electric standing scooters. Often these 
types of vehicles are called ‘Powered 2-Wheeler’ and this is the term used by TFL. 

TFL recognises that motorcyclists are a unique road user group with specific 
characteristics. Motorcycles are very manoeuvrable, but their distinctive grip and 
balance requirements in combination with a range of other factors mean that 
they are at a higher risk of being involved in a collision.  1

Improving the safety of motorcycle riders will have a range of benefits; firstly, it 
will help save lives and aid in the Mayor’s Vision Zero, which sets out the goal 
that, by 2041, all deaths and serious injuries will be eliminated from London's 
transport network.  It will also help reduce congestion and pollution. A study by 2

Belgian consultancy Transport & Mobility Leuven found that if 10 percent of all 
private cars were replaced by motorcycles, total time losses for all vehicles 
decreased by 40 percent and that a 25 percent shift would eliminate congestion 
entirely. It also showed that the 10 per cent shift would cut total emissions by six 
percent.  3

Making motorcycles safer to use in London would help make them a more 
attractive transport option.  

 h#ps://content..l.gov.uk/.l-urban-motorcycle-design-handbook.pdf page 21

 h#ps://.l.gov.uk/corporate/safety-and-security/road-safety/vision-zero-for-london 2

 h#ps://newatlas.com/motorcycles-reduce-congesAon/21420/ 3
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Road user risks 
In London, motorcyclists have the second highest fatality level of any road user, 
with pedestrians being the highest, and in a recent meeting TFL said that Killed 
or Seriously Injured (KSI) risks for motorcyclist is 80 times greater than car users. 
It was added that they make up 26 per cent of all KSIs despite only accounting 
for one per cent of road users.  

TFL’s Urban Motorcycle Design Handbook says that factors that make riding a 
motorcycle in London unique include: 

• The often-constrained carriageway widths available; 
• The extensive and complex network of streets; 
• The requirement to share the limited space available with a large number 

of other road users; 
• Generally lower speed limits; 
• Access to bus lanes; 
• Other road users in London may expect to encounter motorcyclists 

filtering in traffic – this may not always be the case in other towns and 
cities.  4

The below data shows fatalities among road users : 5

January to October 2020

Road User Fatal Casualty Number %

Pedestrian 46 43.4%

Powered 2-Wheeler 31 29.2%

Car 16 15.1%

Pedal Cyclist 7 6.6%

Bus / Coach 4 3.8%

Taxi / Private Hire 1 0.9%

HGV 1 0.9%

Grand Total 106 100.0%

 h#ps://content..l.gov.uk/.l-urban-motorcycle-design-handbook.pdf page 64

 h#ps://.l.gov.uk/cdn/staAc/cms/documents/provisional-fataliAes-in-london-2019-2020.xlsx 5
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From 2019 to October 2020, powered two wheelers (motorcycles and scooters) 
had the second highest number of road user fatalities after pedestrians in 
London. Cyclists have the fourth highest number of road fatalities, while making 
720,000  journeys each day compared to motorcyclists and scooter users who 6

make only 55,000 journeys a day.  Considering there are only 150,000 motorcycle 7

and scooter riders in London , this puts into perspective the higher risks faced by 8

motorcyclists.  

The current top five locations for motorcyclist serious injury and fatalities over 
the past three years are:  9

• Lavender Hill – Wandsworth 
• Fulham Palace Road – Hammersmith & Fulham  
• Commercial Road – Tower Hamlets  
• Rushey Green / Lewisham High Street – Lewisham  
• Streatham High Road – Lambeth 

TFL should undertake an annual audit of roads that have a high number of 
serious and fatal collisions that involved motorcyclists, and work with the Local 
Authority using the Urban Motorcycle Design Handbook to make improvements. 
This can be tested on the current top five motorcyclist serious injury and 
fatalities hotspots. 

The TFL Urban Motorcycle Design Handbook is a good document aimed at 
improving the safety of motorcyclists in London, however, the data used, while 
still useful, is old, with the newest being from 2015. London has changed a lot in 
six years and so has motorcycling, in particular the growth of the gig economy.  

During the Motorcycle Safety Meeting that I attended on 12 December 2020, it 
was raised that the growth of companies such as Deliveroo and Uber Eats has 
seen a rise in young men using powered-two wheelers to make food deliveries. 

2019

Road User Fatal Casualty Number %

Pedestrian 77 52.7%

Powered 2-Wheeler 32 21.9%

Car 24 16.4%

Pedal Cycle 6 4.1%

Bus / Coach 4 2.7%

Other 2 1.4%

HGV 1 0.7%

Grand Total 146 100.0%

 h#p://content..l.gov.uk/casualAes-in-greater-london-2018.pdf 6

 h#p://www.weridelondon.com/#:~:text=Over%20150%2C000%20motorcycle%20and%20scooter,and%20this%20number%20is%20rising. 7

 h#p://www.weridelondon.com/#:~:text=Over%20150%2C000%20motorcycle%20and%20scooter,and%20this%20number%20is%20rising.8

 h#ps://www.london.gov.uk/quesAons/2020/4091 9
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This a big growth area, in 2019, Deloitte reported that in London around 606,000 
extra meals were delivered each week through chain restaurants and a further 
305,000 through independents.  This data is from before the Covid-19 pandemic 10

where a big increase in working from home and social shielding increased 
demand for home delivery services. For example, Just Eat has seen its UK sales 
increase by 43 percent during the pandemic.  London itself has changed, since 11

the original publication; cycle lanes have become far more prominent and Low 
Traffic Neighbourhoods have been introduced. Therefore, TFL should incorporate 
new trends and data into their Motorcycle Design Handbook.   

The driving habits of those who make deliveries may be different to commuter 
riders and given their younger age and lack of road experience could lead to 
them having a different perception of risk.  This could alter the causes and 12

locations of accidents and alter the evidence base that the Urban Motorcycle 
Design Handbook incorporates. Therefore, it would be worth updating this 
document with newer data. Further to this, the MPS are currently undertaking a 
forensic investigation into 100 road fatalities, 33 of which involved motorcyclists.  13

An update to Urban Motorcycle Design Handbook could incorporate any finding 
from this review.  

There are a range of Motorcycling Safety Training Courses, such as those offered 
by the Metropolitan Police Service (Bikesafe), and the London Fire Brigade (Bike 
Down). 

Bike Safe provides real advice from real riders. Professional police motorcyclists – 
who are all keen bikers – share the secrets of how to become a neater, smoother, 
safer and more confident rider. The days are run by officers from the 
Metropolitan Police Service.”  14

Bike Down is a free first aid and biker safety course that teaches bikers how to 
manage the scene if they come across a collision, emergency aid, collision 
prevention and the science of being seen.  15

One of the issues identified by the providers during my recent meetings is that 
the demographics of those attending the courses are not those who are most at 
risk. In particular, the younger riders in the gig economy. As things stand, they 
are self-employed, with companies such as Deliveroo and Uber Eats acting as 
platforms to conduct business. I am of the view that these companies have a 
social responsibility to their riders. Given this, the Mayor should work with 
delivery companies to create a voluntary code that sets out any practical and 
online training the delivery riders should partake in before they can operate. In 
the meantime, delivery companies should create a free online safety training 
video for riders before they can use the platform.  

 h#ps://www2.deloi#e.com/content/dam/Deloi#e/uk/Documents/corporate-finance/deloi#e-uk-delivering-growth-full-report.pdf 10

 h#ps://www.standard.co.uk/business/just-eat-takeaway-deliveroo-uber-eats-covid19-coronavirus-lockdown-Aer-a4570071.html 11

 h#ps://www.protecAveagency.com/blog/car-insurance-fast-food-delivery/12

 MeeAng held on 12 Dec 2020.13

 h#ps://bikesafe.co.uk/metropolitan/ 14

 h#ps://www.london-fire.gov.uk/safety/road-safety/motorbike-safety-course-biker-down/  15
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Bus lanes: A tale of two Londons 
TFL recognises that allowing motorcyclists to use bus lanes reduces risk and therefore 
allows them to use their bus lanes, but this is not consistent across non-TFL controlled 
roads.  

Below are two images of busy roads in London; the one on the left is Commercial Road 
in Tower Hamlets, the one on the right is the A125 in Romford. Motorcyclists are 
permitted to use bus lanes on Commercial Road, but not on the A125. The sign that 
shows if a motorcycle can use the bus is located on the left-hand side of each image. If 
the road is unknown to a motorcyclist, they have to try to spot the signs whilst moving, 
which can be distracting, when they should be focusing on the road ahead.   

 

Image Source: Google Street View 

To further add to the confusion, some bus lanes are timed, meaning general use 
can be permitted in certain hours. As can be seen in a close up of image the sign 
on the A125. Again, this presents another distraction to motorcyclists, who 
instead of the focusing on the road ahead, will be trying to read the times on a 
road sign. This may also result in them trying to check the current time, which 
could add another distraction because not all motorcycles have clocks. 

The Mayor should use his political influence to ensure 
London boroughs to consistent approach to use of bus 
lane by motorcyclists across London. 

         

        Image Source: Google Street View 
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Representation at decision maker level 
Motorcyclists are some of the most vulnerable road users and can be overlooked 
in road safety initiatives and legislation. A recent government consultation on 
improving road safety acknowledged pedestrians and cyclists, but not 
motorcyclists.  16

Below is visual representation of the number of search results under the news 
section on London.gov.uk, the more results a search has, the bigger the word and 
number appear in the image. Motorcycling related words generate the fewest 
results, thus have the smallest sizes.  

 

Fig 1: News search results count on London.gov.uk. 

Based on the above, it would be a fair assumption that motorcycling does not 
receive the same prominence in terms of publicity as other forms of transport.  

At TFL Chief Officer level, there is a Walking and Cycling Commissioner, whose 
remit includes making walking and cycling safer and easier in the capital.  Given 17

that motorcycling is by far the riskiest mode of transport in London, it would 
make sense to include it in the Commissioner’s remit to provide a stronger focus 
on the subject.  

As mentioned earlier in this report, on 9th December 2020 I attended a meeting 
with TFL, MPS, and MAG among others, it would be sensible to set up a 
Motorcyclist Reference Group based on this group, to meet quarterly, with the 
aim of aiding the realisation of the Mayor’s Vision Zero policy and to draw 
attention to motorcycling related issues.  

 h#ps://www.mag-uk.org/mag-outraged-by-latest-highway-code-consultaAon-announcement/16

 h#ps://.l.gov.uk/corporate/about-.l/how-we-work/corporate-governance/chief-officers  17
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Conclusion & Recommendations 

London has the potential to be a safer place for motorcyclists though policy 
changes and political influence. Not only will this help the Mayor achieve his 
vision zero policy and save lives, it will help reduce congestion and pollution. The 
following recommendations will help in these aims:  

Recommendation one: TFL should undertake an annual audit of roads that have 
a high number of serious and fatal collisions that involved motorcyclists, and 
work with the Local Authority using the Urban Motorcycle Design Handbook to 
make improvements. This should be tested on the current top five motorcyclist 
serious injury and fatalities hotspots.  

Recommendation two: Update the TFL Urban Motorcycle Design Handbook to 
incorporate new trends and data.  

Recommendation three: The Mayor should work with delivery companies to 
create a voluntary code that sets out any practical and online training the 
delivery riders should partake in before they can operate. 

Recommendation four: The Mayor should work with large providers of the gig 
economy to offer online training to motorcyclists that operate as part of their 
network.  

Recommendation five: The Mayor should use his political influence to ensure 
London boroughs to consistent approach to use of bus lane by motorcyclists 
across London. 

Recommendation six: The TFL ‘Walking and Cycling Commissioner’ title and 
remit be expanded to include motorcycling.  

Recommendation seven: Invite the attendee of the Motorcycle Safety Meeting 
held on 9th December 2020 to set up a Motorcyclist Reference Group to meet 
quarterly, with the aim of aiding the realisation of the Mayor’s Vision Zero policy 
and to draw attention to motorcycling related issues.  
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